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Practical ideas Overview

What?

Why?

How?

Practical ideas

The future

Open forum

Practical ideas

Grammar Listening Reading

Vocabulary Speaking Writing

Pronunciation

Grammar

Interactive
exercises
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‘crisp’ vs
‘fuzzy’

Source: www.pixabay.com

Which question works best on a computer? 
Which is best to ask a teacher? 

Crisp

Q1. Is ‘went’:

a) Simple Past

b) Present perfect?

Fuzzy

Q2. What’s the difference 
between:

a) “I did it”

b) “I’ve done it”?

http://www.pbs.org/newshour/making-sense/cant-decide-just-flip-coin/

The flipped classroom

Touchstone
(CUP)
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Touchstone (CUP) reported by 
Johnson & Marsh (2016)

software provides the presentation of 
a grammar point - tutor role 

saves time in class, which can be used 
for more communicative activities

unwilling to hand over this 
presentational role to software

evaluation of this software will most 
likely differ considerably between 
these sets of teachers 

Practical idea one:
Teacher-produced grammar course

1) Choose your grammar point

2) Create your screencast https://www.etprofessional.com/best-
practices-for-blended-learning

3) Upload the video to your LMS

LMS

4) Students watch the video at home
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5) Students practise speaking in class
Students screen shot grammar questions

Grammar auction

Sentence Bet Result

Have got a fast car? 
They didn’t liked their old teacher but their 
new teacher is lovely. 
I lived in the same house since I was born. 

My sister doesn’t come on holiday with us 
after all. 
Kate’s bike stole from outside their house this 
evening. 
He born in Bilbao. 

Grammar reference

Class scores
Competitive
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Vocabulary

“What do you do 

with the new words 

you meet in each 

lesson, in order to 

remember them?”

Practical idea 

Storage and review

Pre sessionals
Word – translation

Ph
o

to
gr

ap
h

er
: 

Pe
te
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h

ar
m

a

No system!

On index-cards

(translation on back)

Electronically e.g. 

spread-sheet

In a Vocabulary 

notebook

In an app

...education / training that
utilises technology and 
data to provide an 
individually customised 
learning program to 
students that intelligently
adapts to their learning 
needs (Kerr, P.)
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Worksheet: 

Part two 

Task 1

Complete the sentence:

“Fariba _________ from Iran to

Denmark when she was a child”

“I’m going to 
play the tape 

twice….”

Listening

Listening

‘Out of class’

Strategy 
work

Choice

Normalisation (Bax)

The technology didn’t 
work

The students just 
listened on their 
Smartphones or tablet
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Flipping

▪ teachers have more time in class to devote 

to communicative activities 

▪ students can access input whenever / 

wherever they like, at their own pace

Advantages

▪ time-consuming – flipping makes teachers 

content creators

▪ extent to which the teacher is happy for the 

software to ‘teach’ i.e. present new language

Disadvantages
Pre-lesson
Vocabulary input
Content input
Prepare discussion

Lesson
Discussion

Three approaches to flipping

▪Use TED video

▪Adapt EdPuzzle

▪Create Screencast

EduPuzzle: adding questions to video clips
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How to 
create a 

screencast

Pre-lesson

Vocabulary input
Content input
Prepare discussion

Lesson

Discussion

Reading

Extensive Reading

Genres

Devices

Graded readers
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Students might 
request glosses of 
unknown words

(elaboration) 

Speaking

RANKING
Put the following (abc) in order of importance:

Which are the biggest threats we face today?

Climate change

Nuclear war

Rise of AI technology

YES-NO
Censorship is wrong.

Yes / no / not sure

SHARING EXPERIENCES
“Have you ever…”-type questions 

Deepening critical thinking

Discussion
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Personalisation

Text two
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Blended course – elements: [C] - [O]

▪ Practising fixed phrases e.g.‘I’ve divided…”

▪ Doing a ‘Dry-run’

▪ Practising fielding questions

▪ Learning Prezi

▪ Giving feedback on a presentation

Task two Presentations course 

Classroom

Brainstorm possible 
topics

Deliver dry run

Final presentation

Between classes 

OUP

Writing

Using WhatsApp
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Pronunciation Phonology

Apps

The future

Adaptive 

learning

Artificial 

intelligence

Augmented 

reality

Virtual Reality

Adaptive learning: Automated Speech 
Recognition

Progress through Mondly, a 3-D learning course, is 
through ASR - can prove problematic if learners are left 
de-motivated when their input is not recognised.

Difficult to define

Computer systems that have 
been designed to interact with 
the world through capabilities 
(e.g. visual perception / speech 
recognition) and intelligent 
behaviours (e.g. assessing 
available information and then 
taking the most sensible action 
to achieve a stated goal) that 
we would think of as essentially 
human

https://www.pearson.com/content/dam/corporate/global/pearson-dot-
com/files/innovation/Intelligence-Unleashed-Publication.pdf

What AI includes is constantly 
shifting

AI offers the possibility of learning that is more:
• Personalised
• Flexible
• Inclusive
• Engaging

General AI

• AI that can successfully perform 
any intellectual task that a human 
could

Domain specific AI

• Chess (Deep Blue) 

• Go (Google’s Deep Mind)

• Self-driving car
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AI teaching assistant

AR is an enhanced version of reality 

created by the use of technology to 

overlay digital information on an image of 

something being viewed through a device 

such as a smartphone camera

Trigger

Snapchat
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Microsoft
Hololens

Mixed reality

Virtual 
Reality

VR ‘is a computer technology that 
creates an environment, fictitious or 
mirroring the real world, which users 
can enter and interact with as though it 
were real” (Wilden 2017: 85) 

Such interactions may be achieved 
through a handheld controller, 
making ‘haptics’ another aspect of 
digital materials evaluation 

Access to high-end devices (e.g. HTC 
Vive) is currently costly, making the 
evaluation of such material 
challenging 

2004

2006

1993

Virtual reality

Low

YouTube360°

Three levels

Medium

Google Expeditions

High

HTC Vive
/ Oculus 
Rift
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Business English

Chernobyl

Open forum

Overview

What?

Why?

How?

Practical ideas

The future

Open forum
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